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Kinetic aspects of the coil-stretch transition of polymer chains in dilute
solution under extensional flow

J. G. Hernández Cifre and J. Garcı́a de la Torre
Departamento de Quı´mica Fı́sica, Facultad de Quı´mica, Universidad de Murcia, 30071 Murcia, Spain

~Received 1 February 2001; accepted 22 August 2001!

When linear polymer chains in dilute solution are subject to extensional flow, each chain in the
sample experiences the coil-stretch transition at a different time. Using Brownian dynamics
simulation, we have studied the distribution of transition times in terms of the extensional rate and
the length of the chains. If instead of time one characterizes the effect of the flow by the
accumulated strain, then the distribution and its moments seem to take general forms, independent
of molecular weight and flow rate, containing some numerical, universal constants that have been
evaluated from the dynamical simulation. The kinetics of the transition, expressed by the
time-dependence of the fraction of remaining coils, has also been simulated, and the results for the
kinetic rate constant has been rationalized in a manner similar to that used for the transition time.
The molecular individualism, characterized in this work by the distribution of transition times, is
related to the excess of the applied extensional rate over its critical value, which will determine the
transition time and other features of the coil-stretch transition. ©2001 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1410379#
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I. INTRODUCTION

When dilute solutions of flexible-chain polymers a
subject to flow, the macromolecular coil, that is the char
teristic state of flexible chains in quiescent solutions, is
formed. This deformation consists of orientation and
stretching and it can be detected through a change in
properties depending on the overall size of the macrom
ecule. In extensional flows, chains keep their coil state u
the extensional flow rate,ė, reaches a certain critical value
ėc , which depends on the molecular weight of the polym
Then the chain is stretched suddenly and the properties
crease their values up to reach the steady-state values c
sponding to that flow rate.

From the point of view of steady-state behavior, the tra
sition is seen as an abrupt change in the dependenc
steady-state values of the properties of a sample of molec
on ė. The sample properties are nearly unchanged from
values corresponding to the coiled molecules in quiesc
solution until the critical rate,ėc , is reached. If the applied
extensional rate is just aboveėc , then the sample propertie
~for instance, the birefringence or the mean square radiu
gyration! reach much higher values corresponding to
stretched conformations. This situation, usually named c
stretch transition, was described theoretically in a class
paper by De Gennes,1 and has been the subject of a numb
of investigations, employing theoretical, experimental, a
computer simulation approaches. For instance, in a re
paper,2 we have employed Brownian dynamics simulation
determine the dependence ofėc on molecular weight and
solvent quality.

In addition to this, more conventional point of view
there is another perspective in which one regards the be
ior, properties and time evolution of the individual chains
9570021-9606/2001/115(20)/9578/7/$18.00
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the flow. When exposed to an overcritical extensional fl
for some time, each chain will experience an individual co
stretch transition, in which its conformation changes su
denly from a random coil to a stretched state. In a remarka
experiment, Perkinset al.3,4 have visualized the evolution o
individual DNA chains in extensional flow. Our knowledg
about the behavior of polymer molecules in extensional fl
has also benefited from Brownian dynamics simulations
multibead chains, carried out in a number of works~for in-
stance, see Refs. 5–15, to cite just a few!, including some
from our group.2,16–19The picture that emerges from the e
periments and the most recent simulations is that of a m
lecular individualism,20 which includes several aspect
Thus, when the extensional rate is sufficiently high, there
noticeable variability in the stretched state: not all the cha
become fully~linearly! stretched but, instead, one also m
observe folds, coiled parts, etc.

Another, and perhaps more primary aspect of the m
lecular individualism is that different chains in the solutio
undergo the transition at different times. After the incepti
of the flow, each individual chain remains in the coil state
some time, hereafter denotedt trans, after which the transition
takes place suddenly, in a practically instantaneous man
This time that each molecule needs to be exposed to the
before suffering the transition, varies widely from molecu
to molecule. The molecular individualism int trans has been
noticed in experiments and simulations, and in the pres
work we present a systematic analysis of this quantity
terms of basic features of the polymer-solvent system, s
as chain length or excluded volume effects. We employ
methodology successfully tested and exploited in our pre
ous simulations of steady-state properties.2
8 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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II. THEORY, MODELS AND METHODS

A. Models for polymer and flow

We consider a dilute polymer solution in steady, hom
geneous, uniaxial extensional flow with a velocity field giv
by

vx52 1
2ėx, vy52 1

2ėy, vz5 ėz. ~1!

The polymer molecules were modeled as bead-and-sp
chains with N beads andN21 FENE ~finitely extensible
nonlinear elastic! springs, for which the spring force is give
by21

F~Q!52
H

12S Q

Qmax
D 2 Q, ~2!

where H is the Hookean spring constant,Q is the spring
vector, andQmax is the maximum spring length.

As it will be shown later, such anideal chain without
excluded volume interactions is sufficient for some purpos
When we wish to consider excluded-volume~EV! effects,
interactions between non-neighboring beads can be mod
in two ways, which were described in our previous paper.2 In
one of them we use a purely repulsive potential that dec
exponentially with distance. Another alternative that is mo
appropriate at a molecular level is the Lennard-Jones~LJ!
potential, with both attractive and repulsive terms. With a
equate choices for the model parameters, the LJ potentia
mimic both good solvents and theta solvents. For more
tails on the parametrization, the reader is referred to
original literature on the LJ potential22,23 and the soft
potential24 or to our previous simulations in which both we
used.2 The advantage of soft potential is that it does n
require very long time steps in the simulation, while the
potential is adequate to properly describe possible eff
from intramolecular repulsions.

For the Brownian dynamics simulation, we employ t
pseudo-second order, predictor-corrector algorithm of Inie
and Garcı´a de la Torre,25 including solvent flow. Fluctuating
hydrodynamic interaction~HI! is taken into account using
the Rotne–Prager–Yamakawa interaction tensor.26,27In some
simulations, the HI is switched off in order to learn whic
features of the results are caused by HI.

The computer work and the presentation of results
facilitated using nondimensionless, reduced forms of
various physical quantities. For instance, time is written
reduced form as

t* 5t/~zb2/kT!. ~3!

The extensional rate is made dimensionless recalling that
a reciprocal of time:

ė* 5 ė~zb2/kT!. ~4!

In Eqs.~3! and ~4!, z is the friction coefficient of the beads
and b5(3kT/H)1/2 is the unit of length. In general, th
simulation methodology is the same as in our previo
paper,2 where more details about the algorithm and the
rameters can be found. The time step in Brownian dynam
simulation was usuallyDt* 51023, except for LJ–EV
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chains, which requireDt* 51024. For simulations with hy-
drodynamic interaction, the HI parameterh* was 0.25. The
maximum spring length wasQmax* 5Qmax/b510.

B. Coil-stretch transition

Trajectories for a sufficiently large number of molecul
~typically 2000! are generated using the following protoco
Initial conformations are taken from a previously genera
Monte Carlo sample, and the Brownian trajectory of ea
molecule is simulated first without flow for a sufficientl
long time, thus allowing the molecule to equilibrate. Then
flow with extensional rate is applied. The extensional ratė
is more or less greater than the critical value,ėc , that was
determined in separate simulations as described in our
vious paper.2 The evolution of molecular properties is the
monitored for each molecule as a function of the time sp
in the flow. As a characteristic molecular property, we co
sider the square radius of gyration,s2, whose values are
recorded as a function of time for each molecule in t
sample. Figure 1 displays some typical results, and shows
basic features of the dynamic behavior of the molecu
Note here that the value of the extensional rate in that p
ė* 50.1651.2ėc* , is too small in order folded structures t
appear. It was chosen as a clear illustration of the sharp
of the coil-stretch transition and of the studied property.

After being exposed to the flow, the molecules have
some time a radius that remains around the mean valu
absence of flow,

^s* 2&0'N/6. ~5!

Suddenly, the radius increases dramatically and, in a m
shorter time, it reaches a value proper of a stretched con
mation. For a fully stretched, straight conformation, this i

smax* 2 'N2Qmax* 2 /12. ~6!

For each molecule, we determine the time,t trans, during
which it was exposed to the flow prior to the coil-to-stret
transition. As an operational criterion, we consider that
transition occurs when the square radius reaches the m
point, in a logarithmic scale between the coil and stre
limits:

FIG. 1. Outcome of a typical computer experiment. Evolution of the squ
radius of gyration for 20 chains;N520, HI, No-EV ~ideal chains!. From
t* 502100, ė* 50.00 and fromt* 51002500, ė* 50.1651.2ėc* .
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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ln~s* 2!5~ ln^s* 2&01 ln~smax* 2 !!/2. ~7!

We note that a midpoint in a linear scale would not be
equate since it could fall well within the stretched sta
stretched but not straight conformations may have a sq
radius of aboutsmax*2 /2. What we intend to monitor in tha
way is the time required for the onset of the transition,
the appearance of the subito, abrupt change that is typic
the coil-stretch transition. We do not pay attention in t
present work to the evolution of the polymer molecules a
t trans, when the appearance of possible different conform
tions ~kinks, folds, . . .! affects remarkably the dynamics o
the system. Indeed the conformational variability after
transition has been considered in detail by other autho28

Thus, with the criterion used it is expected that the valu
obtained fort trans are not affected by the different possib
conformations that can arise.

When s2 of the individual chain reaches the crossov
value in Eq.~7!, the timet trans past the inception of the flow
is registered. Ast trans is the primary quantity for this study
the trajectory can be stopped at this point. We have tr
other transition criteria, even based on other molecular pr
erties~the birefringence, for instance!. Owing to the extreme
sharpness of the transition, as seen in Fig. 1, it turns out
the t trans values are practically the same. In this way we c
lect the t trans values for all the molecules in the sample,
which we carry out a statistical analysis. We determine
distribution function of these values,P(t trans), of which the
most representative parameter is the mean,^t trans&.

If we consider a two-state scheme, in which a molec
is coiled as long as itss2 is below the crossover value, an
stretched when this is exceeded, then the number of c
ncoil(t) at a given time can be obtained from the set oft trans

values as the number of molecules witht trans.t. Thus we
evaluate the fraction of coils remaining at time,t, c(t)
5ncoil(t)/ncoil(0). If the distribution function of t trans is
properly normalized, it follows that

c~ t !512E
0

t

P~ t trans!dttrans. ~8!

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 displays results for the mean transition tim
^t trans&, of chains of various lengths, with and without HI. W
find that, for extensional rates much larger than the criti
values,ė@ ėc , all the results merge and become independ
of chain length and HI. Forė greater than but not too fa
from ėc , each set of points approaches a vertical asymp
at ėc : transition times become infinite at the critical exte
sional rate. Now, if the results are plotted versus the exc
extensional rate, given byė2 ėc , we observe~Fig. 3! that all
the points are described by a single, master function that
be deduced by least-squares fitting to a straight line in
log–log plot:^t trans* &5Q( ė* 2 ėc* )21, where the value of the
numerical constant isQ53.2360.04. As the units of exten
sional rate are reciprocals of time, the same expression h
with physical quantities, and we may write

^t trans&5~3.2360.04!~ ė2 ėc!
21. ~9!
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FIG. 2. Mean transition times for chains withN520 and 40, with and
without HI, and No-EV plotted vs extensional rate,ė. Values of the critical
extensional rate for each case are indicated.

FIG. 3. Mean transition times, plotted now vsė2 ėc . ~a! Results for ideal
chains of various lengths with HI.~b! Results for a 20-bead chain with HI
with various kinds of excluded-volume interaction.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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This result is universal in the sense that it appears to be v
for any chain length. It must be pointed, however, that
range of values ofN explored (N512,20,30,40), may not be
large enough in order to guarantee the strict universality
the Eq.~9!.

According to Eq.~9! if ė<ėc , whatever the deformation
of the fluid, the polymer chain does not experience co
stretch transition (̂t trans& is negative or infinity!. When ė
. ėc molecules undergo transition. But in the earliest insta
of residence of the polymer in the flow, which will be long
as the value ofė tends toėc , spring and Brownian forces ar
still able to balance the drag force and the molecule
scarcely distorted from its coil conformation. Only for th
time, t trans, for which the deformation of the fluid exceeds
a certain amount to its deformation under critical conditio
whenė5 ėc , the molecule will experience the transition, b
cause then the molecule is distorted enough in order the
force to be unbalanced. Such a time and the correspon
macroscopic deformation will be different for each molecu
in the sample. What Eq.~9! states is that, on average, such
amount of extra deformation, or overcritical strain, is a
proximately a constant independent on the chain length.

We have investigated the effect of excluded volume
the dependence of^t trans& on the elongation rate. Figure 3~b!
shows results for ideal and theta chains, as well as for ch
with excluded-volume repulsions. Whenė is just aboveėc

~for small ė2 ėc! there seems to be a difference in the b
havior of ideal and EV chains. On the other hand, at largė
the EV effects vanish.

The universal behavior that we have found can be ma
fested even more generally in terms of the whole distribut
of transition times. When the variable, instead oft trans, is
t trans( ė2 ėc), all the distributions tend to merge in a sing
curve, as seen in Fig. 4~a!, which represents a universal di
tribution of the quantityt trans( ė2 ėc), independent of chain
length and applied flow rate. In Fig. 4~b! we collect results
for a given chain at variousė aboveėc . Again, the results for
the various cases are very similar in terms oft trans( ė2 ėc).

As indicated above, the kinetics of the coil-stretch tra
sition can be evaluated in terms of the fraction of coils
maining after a timet, c(t). Results for this quantity are
given in Fig. 5~a!, which reveals two interesting features~a!
the kinetics is initially very slow; there is some time~which
is longer for longer chains! during which nearly all the mol-
ecules remain in the coil conformation;~b! once some time
has elapsed, the number of coils decreases exponen
with time, as in a first-order chemical reaction. To a go
approximation, the kinetics could be described by the follo
ing equation:

c~ t !5H 1, t,t ind ,

e2kcs(t2t ind), t>t ind ,
~10!

wheret ind is the induction time andkcs is the rate constant
Kinetic data can be easily fitted to obtain the two parame
in this equation.

The induction timet ind ~which was also noticed in ou
early, related study of chain fracture29!, may be somehow an
artifact introduced by Eq.~10!; indeed, it is clear that the two
regions in thec(t) curve are smoothly connected. On th
Downloaded 30 Nov 2001 to 130.149.161.110. Redistribution subject to 
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other hand,kcs has a real existence, as shown by the n
exponential decay. If we would disregardt ind , the kinetic
equation still could be written, for long times, as

c~ t !5Ae2kcst, ~11!

where the constantA is equivalent toekcst ind. Notice here that
such a kinetic equation would not be valid for values ot
neart ind which is the most interesting region. The inductio
time should be distinguished from the transition time in t
following sense: Whilet trans is a property of each individua
chain ~which may be averaged over the set of chains in
sample!, t ind is a property of the sample, and correspon
approximately to the minimum time at which individual tra
sitions begin to be observed. Also,t ind approximately corre-
sponds to the time at which theP(t trans) curve departs from
zero @Figs. 4~a!, 4~b!#.

When the kinetic data are replotted in terms oft( ė
2 ėc) ~Fig. 6! we observe that the induction time is appa
ently universal. Results for various cases can be conden
in the single result

t ind~ ė2 ėc!52.2260.15. ~12!

The analysis ofkcs is more involved. We first notice tha
log–log plots ofkcs* versusė* 2 ėc* are always linear, which
suggests a power law:kcs* 5Q( ė* 2 ėc* )ae. We find that the

FIG. 4. Probability density for the values oft trans( ė2 ėc) for ~a! chains of
different length,N, ~b! a 20-bead chain at differentė* . All cases are HI and
No-EV.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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slopes are nearly the same for all the chain lengths, giv
ae51.2560.05 @Fig. 7~a!#. The Q constant depends onN,
again in the form of a power lawQ5CNaN, so that we can
formulate

kcs* 5C~ ė* 2 ėc* !aeNaN. ~13!

FIG. 5. Fraction of coils,c(t* ), after timet* . HI and No-EV.~a! Determi-
nation of t ind* andkcs* . ~b! Results for two chain lengths at differentė* .

FIG. 6. Fraction of remaining coils plotted vst( ė2 ėc) for various cases.
Note thatt ind( ė2 ėc) is nearly the same, butkcs* still depends onN.
Downloaded 30 Nov 2001 to 130.149.161.110. Redistribution subject to 
gFrom a log–log plot ofQ versusN @Fig. 7~b!# we obtain
aN50.3360.02 andC50.3660.02.

We have attempted to justify or predict Eq.~13! and the
numerical values of the constant by means of a dimensio
analysis. We seek a relationship in terms ofphysicalquanti-
ties, similar to Eq.~13!, which would relate dimensionles
quantities.kcs and ė have the same units; so a natural co
bination that has the same values in dimensionless and ph
cal form can bekcs( ė2 ėc)

21, where inė we discountėc as
suggested by all our previous findings. Thus Eq.~13! is re-
written

kcs

~ ė2 ėc!
5CS ė

ėc
21D ae21

~ ėc* !ae21NaN. ~14!

From our previous works2 we know thatėc* 5CeN
23/2

with Ce514.161.1. Thus, the termT5( ėc* )ae21NaN will be
a constant ifae5112aN/3. The numerical values that w
found satisfy very well this condition. WithaN50.33
(.1/3), ae should be 1.22(.11/9) and we obtained 1.25
60.05. Thus, we may write

kcs

~ ė2 ėc!
5TCS ė

ėc
21D ae21

. ~15!

With our values of the numerical constants we findT
5Ce

0.2251.80, andTC50.64. The value of this product o
constants could be found, in an alternative way, from

FIG. 7. ~a! Dimensionless kinetic constantkcs* vs ė* 2 ėc* for an ideal chain
with N520 and HI.~b! Plot of Q5kcs* /( ė* 2 ėc* )1.25 vs N for ideal chains of
N512,20,30,40 with HI.
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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individual values ofkcs* obtained for variousN’s and ė ’s.
The results are, as expected, practically the same in all ca
giving TC50.6060.07. Thus, our final result is

kcs5~0.6060.07!~ ė2 ėc!
1.22ėc

20.22 ~16!

or

kcs5~0.6060.07!S ė2 ėc

ėc
D 1.22

ėc . ~17!

This equation holds for dimensionless and for physical qu
tities as well. It yieldskcs* values that differ typically less
than 10% from those found from our Brownian simulation

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The product of time,t, by the extensional rate to whic
the chain is exposed,ė, is the Hencky strain,e[ėt. If we
denoteec[ėct as the critical Hencky strain, then (ė2 ėc)t
[De5e2ec could be properly denoted as the excess~or
overcritical! Hencky strain. At any time, we havee
5De/(12 ėc / ė). When individual chains experience th
coil-stretch transition after being in the flow for a timet trans,
the overcritical strain is (De) trans. Our results@Eq. ~9!# indi-
cate that the distribution of (De) trans is somehow universal
independent of chain length and independent also of the
plied extensional rate, with a mean value@from Eq. ~9!# of
about^(De) trans&53.2.

The time dependence of the number of remaining coil
well approximated by an induction time followed by a firs
order decay with rate constantkcs . This behavior can also b
described in terms of strain. There seems to be an ex
induction strain about (De) ind52.2 @from Eq. ~12!# that the
sample should accumulate prior to the occurrence of the c
stretch transitions. If the rate constant is rewritten not a
reciprocal of time but, instead, we useDe in Eq. ~10!, writing
c(t)5exp$2kcs8 @(De)2(De)ind#%, where kcs8 5kcs /( ė2 ėc),
then it follows from Eq.~16! that

kcs8 50.60@~ ė2 ėc!/ ėc#
0.22. ~18!

In this form, the kinetic constant depends on the relat
excess of extensional rate. Note that for any time of re
dence in the flow, this quantity is identical to the excess
~or overcritical! strain relative to its critical value: (ė2 ėc)/
ėc5De/ec . As we discuss next, this ratio is essential to d
termine the behavior of the polymer chains in steady ext
sional flow.

It is known that the critical extensional rate and the lon
est relaxation time,t1 , of the macromolecular chain are re
lated by

ėct150.50. ~19!

The product is exactly 1/2 when hydrodynamic interaction
neglected.2 Magda et al.30 obtain 0.50 with hydrodynamic
interaction treated in a somehow approximate manner. In
previous paper2 we confirmed the 0.50 value in Brownia
dynamics simulation with full, fluctuating hydrodynamic in
teraction. Then, this result can be combined with our Eq.~9!
to yield
Downloaded 30 Nov 2001 to 130.149.161.110. Redistribution subject to 
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^t trans&
t1

5~6.4660.08!S ė2 ėc

ėc
D 21

5~6.4660.08!
ec

De
.

~20!

Thus, the quantity (ė2 ėc)/ ėc can be regarded as a measu
of the strength of the overcritical extensional flow. Not on
the ratio of the mean transition time to the relaxation tim
will depend on it, but also other features of the coil-stret
transition. Thus we can distinguish two limiting cases: Fir
the flow is weakly overcritical when the extensional ra
is slightly above the critical value,ė2 ėc! ėc , i.e., when
( ė2 ėc)/ ėc!1. We havê t trans&@t1 , so that the time that the
molecules spend in their travel from the onset of the fl
until they experience the coil-stretch transition, is mu
longer than their Brownian relaxation time. The individu
transition time and the final conformation will be essentia
determined by the random events during such a long Bro
ian travel. The opposite limit corresponds to strongly ov
critical flows, when the ratio (ė2 ėc)/ ėc@1, i.e., when just
ė@ ėc . In this case the product of the excess extensional
and the time is practically the same as the Hencky str
t( ė2 ėc).e, De.e, and that ratio is simplyė/ ėc or e/ec .
In this limiting situation,^t trans&!t1 . The transition occurs
in a time much shorter than the Brownian relaxation time
the molecule, so that the individualt trans value and the final
conformation will be determined essentially by the confo
mation of the chain when it begins to experience the flow

The seemingly universal behavior found in our simu
tions and reflected in Eqs.~9! and ~12! seems to sugges
departure from affine deformation, which is a quite unus
finding. If affine deformation is assumed, the requir
Hencky strain to fully extension of the molecule can be c
culated theoretically,31,32turning out to bee f511 ln AN. We
do not reach such stage in our simulations and the value
t trans reported here are far from the required times for fu
affine extension (t f5(11 ln AN)/ ė). However if the defor-
mation is affine, our̂ t trans& should be some fraction oft f ,
and we do not find the kind ofN dependence expected i
such a case. As stated previously~Sec. III!, in the earliest
times of residence of the molecule in the flow, just before
overcritical strain is reached and an abrupt change in
properties is observed, Brownian motion is still importa
Our values oft transare determined basically for that period
time in which nonaffine deformation seems to be expect
On the other hand, it must be recognized that the sca
influence ofN on the values of̂ t trans&, very clear asė is
further fromėc ~as revealed by Figs. 2 and 3!, may be caused
by the range ofN used. The validity of our results may b
limited to values of the extensional rate greater than tw
the critical value, which is the range used to obtain the eq
tions reported here. As it is observed in Fig. 3~a!, when the
extensional rate,ė, is very close to the critical value there
no longer linear dependence of^t trans* & on (ė* 2 ėc* ) and the
independence onN starts to disappear. According to Fig
3~a!, this effect is remarkable only when (ė* 2 ėc* ),0.05
which, for chains with very low value ofėc , i.e., high value
of N, can be already twice the critical extensional rate.
more detailed analysis of the results and simulations w
AIP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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higher values ofN and small values of the extensional ra
are required to clarify these important points and determ
exactly possible lower/upper bounds to our equations.

The predictions in this paper provide a semiquantitat
description of the kinetics of coil-stretch transition that c
be compared with experiments and other simulations. Th
both experimental data33,34 and simulations14 ~see Fig. 4 in
Ref. 14! show that the properties of a polystyrene soluti
with t151.12s and ėc50.446s21, in strongly overcritical
flow ~with ė, say, over 10 times the critical value! remain
constant for about 2 units of Hencky strain. This agrees w
our prediction that, for very strong flow,e ind'(De) ind

52.2. However, at a weaker flow withė51.01 s21, the in-
duction value of the Hencky strain seen in the experime
is about 4 units; our prediction for this case ise ind52.2/
(12 ėc / ė)53.8, again in good agreement. The plots of pro
erties vs Hencky strain show a second plateau at high s
corresponding to stretched chains, reached when the He
strain is about 8–10. Again, this agrees with our predictio
for the distribution of the transition times~Fig. 4 in this
paper!, which indicates that whenDe ~or simply e in strong
flows! is approximately 8–10 units, then nearly all the cha
are in the stretched conformation.
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